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DISTICTNESS 
Prananath College (Autonomous), Khordha symbolizes the unflinching and resolute 

commitment of its founders in bringing about socioeconomic transformation of common masses, 
in general, and rural students, in particular through the vehicle of education. The distinct identity 
of Prananath College (Autonomous), Khordha has been eloquently explicated by Prananath 
Patnaik, which is quoted as, “the movement of education and cultural renaissance. It will evolve 
a national culture for common rural students. It  lay the foundation of the thinking that true 
education for promoting  patriotism and national integration, which is the  proud to take part in 
the future progress of the state  as well as  for the country , which  play its part in the comity for 
peace and development. The objective of establishment of Prananath College (Autonomous), 
Khordha is  to lay down the common curriculum taking into account the future challenges and 
will prepare the students  to be masters of future in establishing an integrated value system in the 
education pattern for the development of the community ”. 

The mission of the founding fathers of this great institution should not only serve as a 
beacon light for all the stakeholders, but also inspire us in making this college  as one of the 
premier institutions of higher learning in the country  . It will attain distinction in providing 
cutting edge learning experience, internationally benchmarked education, intellectual freedom 
and critical research opportunities in frontier areas of contemporary concern. While the college 
has come a long way since its inception, it has to keep pace with the changing needs and 
expectations of the society. It has to successfully perform the multiple roles of creating new 
knowledge, acquiring new capabilities and producing an intelligent human resource pool for the 
promotion of economic growth, cultural development, social cohesion, equity and justice. 

Guided by the verse “Uttishthata Jagrata Prapya Varan Nibodhata” (Arise, Awake and 
Stop not till the goal is reached) the Prananath college envisions a college of excellence in higher 
education ensuring quality education for rural based students keeping pace with changing social 
realities for an ecologically sustainable and just society that stands as a guarantee for living life 
with dignity. 
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MISSION 
The journey of the college towards its vision through academic and intellectual excellence, 
within the ambit of teaching and learning environment. The mission of the college shall be: 
Strengthening Social and ethical values Organise outreach programme by the 25 departments and 
YRC, NCC, NSS, Rovers and Rangers , Sabuja bahini, Quality Volunteers of the college . Non 
teaching staff also participate in all the social activitiesvoluntarily .Mr. Subhendu Mohanty , 
Dr.Anil K. Roy, , Mr.Subodh Jagdev , Mrs.Aliva Beura, Dr. Binodini Mishra, Dr.Santosh Kumar 
Mishra, Nabakishore Das, GadadharRath, Lalit Mohan Panda , S.K.Siraj , Dr.Bamadev Mishra , 
students like Abhisekh Boltei,Soheb Ali, Amit SunderRay, Sonu sunder Ray, Satyjit 
Pradhanfrom NCC joins in number of activities. The department of chemistry also provide the 
sanitiser, Phynyleetc to the communityin free of cost at the time of COVID and YRC 
particiapants also takes participation in distribution worksat Jemadei. Kantabad) on dt25.10.21 & 
Jariput on (28.12.21). 
 
Commitment, concern and care  
College is very committed towards the fulfilment of its objective , mission and vision .For that, 
college is much concerned to play a role of a leader Wellness and Quality life For maintaining 
safe environment- with security at the gate points and strict discipline is the mandate for all 
students within the campus. 
For total health management: Yoga centre is very active including GYM of the college where 
every day including Sunday (for Hostel students and local staff) student and staff participate in 
all short of activities of Physical and Mental exercise. So the college takes initiation to orient all 
the staff and students to stay free from diseases and stress. So Yoga for well ness- webinar has 
been orrganised by IQAC of the college with the Resource Person : Prof. Dr. Prafulla K. Mishra, 
who is the present Chancellor of Dr. Rajendra Central College of Agriculture and Research , 
PUSA , Bihar. For community development a number ofprogrammes has been organised in this 
college in online modeas well as in off line modelike : Awareness programme , Youtube 
channels created by some of the faculties like Dr. Ajaya Mishra from dept of Computer Science , 
Dr.Sushil K. Pattanaik, Dept of Commerce, Pramod K.Samal dept. of Physics, Dr.Rashmirekha 
Barik from Dept of Geography ,Lingaraj Paridafrom dept of Zoologyare the prominent creators 
of differenttopicsduring COVID. 
 
Sustainable learning management system 
Blended approach has been established in the different departments for more sustainability of the 
learning system. Students come from outside of the region , also avail these Facilities at their 
fingertips . e-contents and e-library, e-journals also have been provided by their emails and links, 
telegrams and WhatsApp groups . 
 


